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U.S. 169 resurfacing project in 
Montgomery County to begin Monday 

 
 On Monday, Aug. 6, the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) expects 

to begin a resurfacing project on 17 miles of U.S. 169 in Montgomery County. The south 

six-mile section of the project starts at County Road 3000, just north of Coffeyville and 

the Amazon.com plant, and continues north to the concrete pavement at the U.S. 

169/160 junction. The north 11-mile section starts at the north end of the U.S. 169/160 

concrete pavement and continues north to the Montgomery-Labette county line. 

 The roadway will first be milled at project tie-ins to the existing pavement, and at 

railroad crossings and bridges as necessary. An ultra-thin asphalt overlay will then be 

applied to the highway surface. In addition, a conventional seal will be placed on the 

highway shoulders along the north section of the project. A pilot car and flagging 

operation will direct one-lane traffic through the work zone during the milling and 

resurfacing work. Motorists can expect delays of 15 minutes or less on the project 

during daylight hours. 

 KDOT awarded the construction contract of $1.4 million to Heckert Construction 

of Pittsburg. According to Luke Middleton, construction manager at the Independence 

KDOT office, this T-WORKS preservation project should be completed by the first week 

in October. Middleton reminds motorists to slow down at the work zone, obey the 

flaggers and signs, and “Give ‘em a Brake.” Persons with questions about this or other 

KDOT projects may contact Middleton at (620) 331-3760, or Southeast District Public 
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Affairs Manager Priscilla Petersen, 1-877-550-5368. For more information concerning T-

WORKS projects visit the website, www.ksdot.org/tworks. 
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This information can be made available in alternative accessible formats upon request. 

For information about obtaining an alternative format, contact the Bureau of Transportation Information, 
700 SW Harrison St., 2nd Fl West, Topeka, KS 66603-3754 or phone 785-296-3585 (Voice)/Hearing Impaired – 711. 
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